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The Indian region receives 80% of its annual rainfall during summer. The spatial and temporal variation of the Indian
summer monsoon has wide scale implication on the socioeconomic aspect of the people living in the Indian subcontinent.
The study of monsoon has always been in focus starting from the British period. The understanding of the monsoon
processes has improved with time as a result of availability of better observation, computational facility, better models and
improved parameterization physics. In this paper, we try to review earlier works dedicated to the understanding of various
monsoonal processes and predictions. The major synoptic monsoon studies such as on the low-level jet, tropical easterly
jet, mid tropospheric cyclones, onset vortex etc. are analyzed. Afterwards, the major works done during 21st century is
discussed with special focus on the interannual and intraseasonal variability, teleconnection and on recent role of dust on the
monsoon. The various forecasting methods of monsoon and the information dissemination is extensively debated along
with the future prospects in this field.
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History of Monsoon Research in India
Monsoon is characterized by the seasonal reversal of
wind, which is generally associated with precipitation.
This arises due to the differential heating between
land and Sea. The word ‘Monsoon’ has been derived
from the Arabic word ‘Mausam’ (means season). The
Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) contributes around
75-80% of total annual rainfall over India (Maharana
and Dimri, 2014 and 2016). Hence, its spatiotemporal
distribution influences the socio-economic conditions
of more than a billion lives in the subcontinent through
affecting the agricultural productivity or food security.
This attracts many researchers from centuries to
understand the mechanisms and processes associated
ISM. Few pioneer researchers of ISM during British
periods were H F Blanford, John Eliot, W L Dallas, G
T Walker, S K Banerjee, S C Roy, V V Sohni, K R
Ramanathan, S Basu and many more (Tyagi et al.,
2012). G T Walker and Field promoted the upper air
observation through pilot balloon, meteosondes and
kites. The availability of upper air data helpe to study
the monsoon structure (wind, temperature and
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moisture); which led to better a understanding of ISM
processes. Eliot emphasized collecting data over Sea,
which laid the foundation of very first monsoon mission
during 1897. Post-independence, Indian meteorology
got an impetus with the increase in the observational
station network, satellite, ocean observations and field
experiments such as International Indian Ocean
Experiment (IIOE), Indo-Soviet Monsoon Experiment
(ISME), Monsoon-77 and Monsoon experiment of
1979 (MONEX-79). The introduction of numerical
weather prediction techniques further increased the
understanding of various associated processes and
its prediction capabilities.
Monsoon Studies in the Last Century
The major features associated with ISM are the
seasonal reversal of wind, formation of low-level jet
(LLJ) and upper level topical easterly jet (TEJ; Raman
et al., 2009). These features are directly associated
with the strength and variability of ISM. The cross
equatorial flow during summer arises due to the two
successive warming over land (Tibetan high and
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northwest India; Yanai et al., 1992). These winds
accelerate along the African coast and become LLJ
or Find later jet, which moves towards the intertropical
convergence zone over northern India (Findlater, 19691970).This LLJ brings in the moisture towards Indian
landmass and directly modulates the rainfall over India.
Findlater (1970) suggested the splitting of LLJ at
Arabian Sea into two branches: one branch
approaches Indian subcontinent while other moves
towards southeast crossing Srilanka. Krishnamurthy
et al. (1976) explained the splitting of the Somali jet
in terms of baroclinic instability. However, the LLJ
does not split over the Arabian Sea rather it changes
its position over India (passing through Indian land
mass or flow over Srilanka) which causes active and
break monsoon spells over India, Fig. 1 (Joseph and
Sijikumar, 2004.©American Meteorological Society.
Used with permission). The convective heating
primarily drives this positioning of LLJ. Koteswaram
(1958) discovered the upper level easterly jet, which
is associated with an upper level anticyclone, a result
of upper level divergence of the winds as a
consequence of the ascent of low level converging
monsoon flow over the Indian region. ISM is
associated with few major synoptic systems, which
are responsible for heavy rainfall during monsoon such
as the monsoon trough (MT), monsoon lows,
depressions, mid-tropospheric cyclones (MTCs) etc.
The zonal motion of MT is maintained by Coriolis
term and horizontal pressure gradient force
(Keshavmurthy and Awade, 1970). The MTCs are
characterized by warm (cold) anomaly above (below)
the cyclone (Krishnamurthy and Hawkins, 1970).
These mainly dominate around 700hPa to 500hPa and
modulated by the latent heat release (Carr, 1977).
Monsoon depressions generally originate over the Bay
of Bengal and cause rainfall by its westward
movement through Odisha and West Bengal
(Rajeevan et al., 2001) with a periodicity of 3-10 days.
The westward movement is due to the formation of
vorticity along the western sector (Rajamani and
Sikdar, 1989).
The onset time of ISM is very important as it
directly influences the agricultural yield. Several criteria
for onset of monsoon has been defined based on the
rainfall estimation (Ananthakrishnan and Sonam,
1988), organized deep convection (Soman and
Krishnakumar, 1993), through isopleths (Ramage,
1971) and formation of onset vortex over the Arabian
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Fig. 1: Average (a) OLR and (b) 850-hPa zonal wind averaged
for the first active monsoon spell of 1979 (23 Jun-2
Jul). Isolines of OLR at 220 and less at intervals of 10
W/m2 and of zonal wind at 6 and more at intervals of
2 m/s. Avg of (c) OLR and (d) 850-hPa zonal wind
averaged for the first break monsoon spell of 1979
(17-23 Jul). Isolines of OLR at 220 and less at intervals
of 10 W/m2 and of zonal wind at 6 and more at intervals
of 2 m/s (Joseph and Sijikumar, 2004. ©American
Meteorological Society. Used with permission)
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Sea (Krishnamurthy et al., 1981). The drought years
are associated with weaker near tropical zonal
westerly winds, stronger mid-latitude westerlies and
a shift in the Tibetan high and divergence eastward
as compared to a normal year. The heavy rainfall
years are associated with strong upper level
divergence of wind over the region of active
convection (Murakami, 1976). The activity of MT and
its oscillation from central India to foothills give rise
to active and break spells of ISM (Keshavmurthy et
al., 1980). Pant (1983) suggested a rapid fall of
temperature over Tibetan plateau that leads to a break
spell of monsoon. Whereas, the revival starts with
the gradual rise of temperature and strengthening of
the Hadley cell.
Sikka and Gadgil (1980) found a two maximum
cloud zones (MCZ) from the analysis of satellite
pictures over the longitude range of 70-90oE, Fig. 2
(Sikka and Gadgil, 1980. ©American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission)). The first one over
the monsoon zone just north of 15oN (continental)
and the second one around 0-10oN (oceanic). The
break condition arises just prior to the disappearance
of MCZ over monsoon zone. The secondary MCZ
becomes active during this period, moves northward
to re-establish the MCZ over monsoon zone and hence
revives the rainfall. The primary MCZ appears in
around 74% of the total days over monsoon zone during
peak monsoon days. It implies that the continental
MCZ is active for most of the period, while the oceanic
MCZ becomes active for a brief period and leads to
a break period. The monsoon intraseasonal
Oscillations (MISOs) have a broad time scale of 1090days. Within this broad band, two major monsoon
intraseasonal oscillation are identified as the westward
propagating 10-20 days oscillation (Krishnamurthy and
Bhalme, 1976; Krishnamurthy and Ardunay, 1980) and
northward propagating 30-60days oscillation (Sikka
and Gadgil, 1980; Dakshinamurthy and
Keshavamurthy, 1976). Joseph et al. (1994) identified
an active (suppressed) convective belt operating over
south of Arabian Sea to South China Sea (equatorial
west northern Pacific Ocean). This convection has
systematic temporal evolution with a periodicity of
30-50 days. The warm sea surface temperature (SST)
anomaly over equatorial central Pacific delays the
shift of convection towards Indian Ocean and hence
delays the onset of monsoon. The northward
propagating cloud movement from equatorial Indian
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Fig. 2: Monsoon cloud zones on 8july 1973 (Sikka and Gadgil,
1980. ©American Meteorological Society. Used with
permission)

Ocean towards foothills of the Himalayas with a
periodicity of 30-40 days over India during summer
time is linked to the active and break cycle of the
ISM (Sikka and Gadgil, 1980; Krishnamurthy and
Subrahmanyam, 1982). Goswami and Shukla (1984)
illustrated the Hadley circulation oscillates in two major
dominant range of periodicity of 10-15 days and 3040 days. These oscillations are result of interactions
between moist convective and dynamic processes
similar to the oscillation observed over tropical Indian
Ocean (Madden and Julian, 1971; Sikka and Gadgil,
1980). ENSO is a coupled atmosphere-ocean
phenomenon, in the tropical ocean influencing the ISM
in interannual and interdecadal scale. The warmpool
(warm phase of ENSO) over the equatorial Pacific
early in the years leads to decrease in the monsoonal
rain leading to drought over India (Rammuson and
Carpenter, 1982). Sikka (1980) found that good
monsoon years are associated with higher
cyclogenesis, which keeps the monsoon trough near
its normal position and cyclonic vorticity causes heavy
rainfall over India.
In the last century, various modeling techniques
were also used to understand the ISM processes. The
MT, which is baroclinically unstable at lower level,
provides the triggering mechanism for the formation
of monsoon depression (Shukla, 1978; Mishra and
Salvekar, 1980), while conditional instability of second
kind (CISK) is responsible for growth of monsoon
depression (Charney, 1973). Pearce and Mohanty
(1984) illustrated that the monsoon onset is associated
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with the strong cross equatorial flow and maintained
by the release of latent heat. The moisture builds up
over Arabian Sea can be considered as the first
indicator of onset of monsoon (Mohanty et al., 1984),
while a rapid increase of the kinetic energy of nondivergent flow just before the onset is also observed
(Krishmamurthy and Ramanathan, 1982). Annamalai
et al. (1999) proposed a dynamical monsoon index
(DMI), which describes the interannual variability of
rainfall, is skewed towards the negative side (break
spells). The interannual and intra seasonal variability
are connected to the north-south movement of tropical
convergence zone (Fennessy and Shukla, 1994).
Webster and Yang (1992) talked about the
predictability barrier of complex monsoon-ENSO
relation and their selective interaction. The ENSO
phenomenon should be considered while formulating
a climate model for long-range forecast (Torrence
and Webster, 1999).
Monsoon Study During the 21st Century
With the advancement of modern technology
(computational facility, dense high quality observational
network, quality of observation and improved
numerical modeling approaches), the monsoon studies
have taken a larger step forward in 21st Century. In
this section, studies related to ISM will be discussed
with special focus on the onset, different component
of ISM, interannual and intraseasonal variability, role
of teleconnections (atmosphere-ocean coupling), role
of dust along with the improvement in prediction and
forecasting techniques.
Variability and Predictability
Mooley and Shukla (1989) studied the origin, growth,
propagation and dissipation of the low-pressure
systems (LPSs) along with their contribution towards
the monsoonal rainfall whose lifespan ranges from 12 weeks. The LPSs cause wide spread rainfall as
compared to cyclonic storms during ISM. They
generally originated over Bay of Bengal and travel
northwestward causing rainfall along its way (Jadhav
and Munot, 2007). The number of LPS per month
during monsoon ranges from 3-6 with August having
the maximum number of LPSs. The rainfall over
Odisha during monsoon is associated with the number
of LPS days (Mohapatra and Mohanty, 2008).
Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) have
produced very heavy rainfall (~100cm/day) over
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Mumbai during 27 July 2007 causing devastated flood
(Jenamani et al., 2006). The numerical simulation of
Mumbai flood event shows that the initial part of this
rainfall event was contributed by cloudburst whereas
the later phase is due to the continuous rainfall
associated with thunderstorms due to the activity of
mesoscale clouds (Vaidya and Kulkarni, 2007). The
moisture flux and convergence along with the vorticity
lead the initial mature stage (Bohra et al., 2006). The
modeling study of Mumbai flooding and Odisha super
cyclone (1999) illustrated that the prediction is very
sensitive to the dynamics, physics and horizontal
resolution embedded in numerical models (Sikka and
Rao, 2008). They also emphasized the importance of
the data assimilation for better prediction of weather
extremes. The heavy rainfall events over west coast
of India are associated with the MTCs, which intensify
the lower monsoon level circulation with cyclonic
shear. This extreme precipitation spell sometimes leads
to disastrous consequences and hence the early
prediction of these would be a great benefit for the
society. The model simulations with nudging and
assimilated data are able to represent the location,
time of heavy rainfall and movement of rain band
associated with MTCs (Routroy et al., 2005; Bhaskar
Rao and Prasad, 2005). Rao and Sivakumar (1999)
identified that the monsoon vortex originates from a
mini warm pool (core temperature >30oC) during the
pre-monsoon season over southeastern Arabian Sea.
However, the growth and sustenance of warm pool
greatly dependent upon the fluxes, low-level winds
and salinity stratification (Kumar et al., 2009).
Various methods and indices are proposed to
compute the monsoon onset over Kerala (MOK).
Fasullo and Webster (2003) derived the onset and
withdrawal dates of monsoon by analysing the
variability of hydrological cycle. They computed an
onset index, which represents the variability in
monsoon, analyses the effect of monsoon
teleconnection and takes care of the false onset
signals. Few more onset indices have been computed
using the rainfall, circulation and pressure gradient
between west Asia and west equatorial Indian Ocean
(Pai and Nair, 2009; Joseph et al., 2006; Chakraborty
and Agrawal, 2017). The build-up of the moisture over
Arabian Sea and strength of the Hadley cell are also
the indicators of monsoon onset (Simon et al., 1994,
2006; Joseph et al., 2003). Goswami and Xavier
(2005) constructed dates for MOK as well as that
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for withdrawal of monsoon based on the north-south
gradient of the tropospheric temperature gradient,
giving an objective definition of the length of the rainy
season (LRS). Webster and Yang (1992) calculated
an index of Indian monsoon (WYI index), based on
the vertical zonal wind shear, which is a good indicator
of planetary scale variation of ISM. However, regional
aspect of ISM is not well represented as it is poorly
correlated with the all India monsoon rainfall Index
(Parthsarathy et al., 1992). Further, Goswami et al.
(1999) proposed another index of ISM, a MonsoonHadley circulation Index (MH index) which is able to
represent the interannual variability of rainfall over
India better. The index is meridional wind shear
anomaly (between 850hPa and 200hPa) of the
seasonal average over the extended Indian monsoon
region (this includes rain over neighbouring land and
sea). The MH index is found to be superior as
compared to WYI; because it is not only well
correlated with the south equatorial Indian ocean SST
but also with the all India rainfall index (which
represents the rainfall variability over India).
Recently, many scientists tried to study the
interannual variability of ISM using observation data
and different Regional and Global Climate Models
(GCMs and RCMs; Ratna et al., 2011; Seth et al.,
2007; Bhate et al., 2012). The interannual variation
of rainfall (drought and flood year) is directly related
to intraseasonal variability or number of active and
break spells (Krishnamurthy and Shukla, 2001; Gadgil
and Joseph, 2003). The draught (flood) years have
greater negative (positive) rainfall anomaly over India.
Maharana and Dimri (2014) studied the interannual
variation of rainfall over India and its homogenous
sub-regions using a RCM. They reported that the
model is showing good skills in simulating the normal
and draught years as compared to the excess rainfall
years.
The modulation of LLJ around its mean position
results in the active and break spells (Joseph and
Sijikumar, 2004). The speed and width of TEJ is
relatively higher during active spell as compared to
the break spells (Roja Raman et al., 2009). The
concurrent drying of upper troposphere and
weakening of low-level convergence leads to break
spell. The satellite observation supported the upper
tropospheric drying (relative humidity decrease by
30%) over tropical convergence zone during just 3
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days before the break spell (Rao et al., 2004; De and
Mukhopadhyay, 2002). A composite analysis shows
that the active and break cycles and associated
convection are related to the fluctuation of tropical
convergence zone over India (Goswami and
Ajayamohan, 2001; Sikkaand Gadgil, 1980). However,
the seasonal mean rainfall is determined by the
frequency of the intraseasonal oscillation. The
monsoon breaks are characterized by enhanced
(suppressed) convective activity over equatorial Indian
Ocean (Southeast Asia) (Krishnan et al., 2000).
Break spell approaches with the arrival of highpressure Rossby wave over northwest India. The most
striking observation during break spell is the decoupling
of the slow eastward moving non-convective anomaly
from the faster northward moving anomalies, Fig. 3
(Krishnan et al., 2000.©American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission). A peculiar quadrapole
structure of OLR is observed during the break period
over Asia west of Pacific region. The negative
anomalies over east Pacific during break spell reflect
that the convection over India is linked at interannual
(ENSO) as well as intraseasonal scale. The primary
drivers for the monsoon variability are the slowly
varying boundary conditions (SST, surface
temperature, snow etc.) of the preceding winter and
pre-monsoon (Kripalani et al., 2004). Maharana and
Dimri (2016) identify a region (monsoon core region:
MCR) where the monsoon trough oscillates during
the monsoon period. The rainfall over this MCR is
evaluated to compute the active and break spells and
are compared with the earlier studies (Table 1a-b).
The 3-4 days spell makes 80% of the total active
spells while 10% of the break spells last longer than
10days (Rajeevan et al., 2010). This study confirms
the presence of heat-trough type circulation over
MCR during break period.
This 10-20days and 30-60 days oscillation
dominates the intraseasonal oscillation of the tropical
region. The onset of monsoon is triggered by a
poleward propagating monsoon intraseasonal
oscillation of 30-60days. The similar temporal
characteristics of 30-60 days oscillation and MJO are
found. It is also observed that the eastward
propagating clouds along the equator is related to
northward propagating convection. Further
quantification shows that 78% of the northward
propagation is related to MJO (Lawrence and
Webster, 2001). Jiang et al. (2004) proposed that
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Fig. 3: Sequence of composite OLR anomalies showing the evolution of monsoon break (Triads) (Krishnan et al., 2000.
©American Meteorological Society. Used with permission)

“moisture feedback convection mechanism” and
“vertical wind shear mechanism” are driving the
poleward propagation of cloud bands. Krishnamurthy
and Ardanou (1980) reported a 10-20days westward
moving oscillation during monsoon, which plays a major
part in defining the active and break period of ISM,
as a convectively coupled westward moving Rossby
wave (Chatterjee and Gowami, 2004). Goswami et
al. (2006a) reviewed the contribution of slow
processes such as the air-sea interaction (ENSO) in
generating the interannual variation of mean annual
cycle. They concluded that the limitation in the
predictability of the Asian Monsoon is due to the larger
contribution of internal IAV as compare to predictable
external IAV. The tropical climate is considered to be
very less sensitive to the Initial condition, whereas
the Indian monsoon region is found to be a great
exception (Krishnamurthy and Shukla, 2000), and

hence very difficult to simulate through a model. The
monsoon ISOs are very difficult to predict because
of their quasi-periodic nature, which is beyond the
current skill of prediction of medium range forecast.
However, the potential predictability of break period
is much higher as compared to active period
(Goswami and Xavier, 2003).
Goswami and Xavier (2005) suggested the
length of rainy season (LRS) is determined by the
meridional tropospheric temperature gradient. The
ENSO shortens (expands) the LRS and hence
affecting the rainfall distribution over India. The warm
pools of the Indian and western Pacific Ocean
modulate the ISM. The years with moderate to cool
pools over equatorial Pacific producing heavy rainfall,
while the warm pool not necessarily producing draught
over India in the recent past. Hence, the Monsoon-
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ENSO relation is found to be weakening during these
decades (Krishna Kumar et al., 2006). This answer
to the declining relation of Monsoon-ENSO is provided
through the discovery of a coupled atmosphere-ocean
phenomena called the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD;
Saji et al., 1999). IOD is characterized by two phases:
positive phase (eastern equatorial Indian Ocean is
cooler compared to equatorial west Arabian Sea) and
negative phase (the opposite warming). During positive
(negative) phase, the convection over eastern zone is
suppressed (increased). The negative phase increases
the convection over equatorial region and influence
the Hadley Cell in such a way that the convection
over Indian region suppressed and leads to lesser
rainfall or weakening of ISM. The atmospheric part
of IOD is termed as EQINOO (Gadgil et al., 2007),
which describes the sea level pressure modulating
the wind and organized convection along the equatorial
Indian Ocean. Analyzing the teleconnections, Gadgil
et al. (2004) found that if the ENSO and EQINOO
are in phase than they suppress the convection over
India leading to a drought year. The effect of IOD
explains why few recent El-Niño years didn’t lead to
draught over India (Ashok et al., 2001; Sreejith et
al., 2015; Behera and Yamagata, 2003).
The multi decadal variability of ISM is poorly
understood due to lack of good quality and long-term
observations (Goswami, 2006). The analyses of longterm proxy data (from tree ring and oxygen isotope
method) reported a multi-decadal oscillation of Asian
monsoon in the range of 50-80 years (Goswami et
al., 2016), which is an integral part of global multidecadal mode of 50-80 years such as Atlantic multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), El-Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO). They also speculate the origin of this
variability arises due to the interaction of oceanatmosphere-land. The teleconnection link between the
ISM and north Atlantic in interannual and decadal
scale has been reported (Srivastava et al., 2002;
Rajeevan, 2002). The positive AMO is responsible
for longer monsoon period over India by enhancing
the meridional tropospheric temperature gradient
(Malik et al., 2017; Goswami et al., 2006). However,
this positive correlation between AMO and ISM is
only observed after 1750 (Sankar et al., 2016).
Because of the natural multi-decadal variability, the
ISM rainfall is showing a declining trend (Goswami
et al., 2016) from late 1940s. The mean rainfall and
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rainfall extremes are expected to increase under the
increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere or
under a warmer climate. As the present scenario, the
declining rainfall trend of ISM shows that multidecadal variability has a stronger signal as compared
to the increasing CO 2 forcings. Therefore, it is
interesting to know that the rainfall is going to decrease
under the influence of natural variability while the
rainfall extremes are going to increase under warming
climate.
Observation (National Observation Network and
its Improvement)
This section deals with the role of various organizations
in strengthening of the national observational network.
The observation data are used for the study of
atmospheric processes, preparation of the initial
condition for the modelling experiments and the
validations of the models.
Role of IMD: Surface Observation : India
Meteorological Department (IMD), an agency under
the Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), Govt. of India
(GoI), is mainly responsible for collection of
meteorological data from the weather stations,
weather forecasting and issue of early warnings. IMD
is obtaining meteorological data form 675 Automatic
Weather Stations (AWS) and 969 Automatic Rain
Gauge (ARG) Stations, which has been increased to
1289 recently. The upper air observation network
consists of 62 pilot balloon upper air observatories
and 39 radiosondes across the country. Currently, IMD
is maintaining 353 Cyclone Warning Dissemination
Systems (CWDS) along the vulnerable coastal areas.
IMD also utilizes RADAR system to track the
cyclones and extreme weather events. These
information are quite helpful for forecasting purposes,
navigation industries, etc. The updated Doppler
RADAR has replaced the conventional RADAR of
the early part of the century. Currently, IMD is using
21 RADARs across India and about 9 more
RADARs are to be installed across the hilly region of
the country. However, due to some reasons the
expansion these RADARs could not happened. The
data collected by IMD is available on the Global
Transmission System (GTS) for forecasting purposes.
Role of INCOIS: Ocean Observation : Indian
National Centre for Ocean Information Services
(INCOIS) is the main agency involved in the collection
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of ocean observations, disseminating warning and
advice to various stakeholders such as the scientific
community, common people, Government and
industries.
INCOIS is mainly responsible for maintaining
ARGO data centers. It has contributed 401 ARGO
floats to the global ARGO float network across Indian
Ocean, out of which 136 are still in active state. The
ARGO floats measures the temperature and salinity
profile of upper ocean along with pressure, dissolve
oxygen, nitrate and pH. National Institute of Ocean
Technology (NIOT) has deployed 20 moored buoys
to measure oceanographic and surface meteorological
variables along with the thermal structure of the upper
ocean. The number will soon be increased to 40.
Several sub-surface moorings, anchored at the bottom,
are deployed for long-term current measurements.
The drifting buoys are primarily used for the
measurement of SST. The tsunami buoys are modified
surface buoy, which is connected to the Bottom
Pressure Recorder (BPR) through acoustic modems.
The research moored array for African-AsianAustralian monsoon analysis and prediction (RAMA)
are designed to study the role of Indian Ocean on
ISM. It is a part of the Indian Ocean observing system
program and consists an array of basin scale moored
buoy. The array consists of 38 surface and 8 subsurface moorings for the measurement of current in
upper 300-400m through acoustic Doppler current
profiler along with the SST anomalies. These collect
the high-resolution oceanic and meteorological
information for climate research and forecasting
(Mcphaden et al., 2009). This is designed to study
the ocean-atmosphere interaction, mixed layer
dynamics and intraseasonal oscillation in seasonal to
decadal time scale. The main objectives of this project
is to understand and forecast of major monsoon
systems around the Indian Ocean and other part of
the world, which are linked through teleconnections.
Satellite Observation : The space programme of India
is led by Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO),
which launched many satellites for the observation of
earth resources along with the scientific studies of
the earth systems. These satellite data are utilised for
remote sensing and meteorology. Another advantage
of utilising satellite data is its higher spatial coverage,
data availability over difficult terrain at a higher
temporal resolution. India launches INSAT-3D, an
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exclusive meteorological satellite, for earth as well as
ocean monitoring. This provides the vertical profile
of temperature (up to 70km), humidity (up to 15km),
fog, SST, atmospheric motion vectors, outgoing long
wave radiation, total precipitable water etc. in the
atmosphere along with the integrated ozone from
surface to top of the atmosphere by utilising Very
High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR). These satellite
information are validated with the ground observations.
The satellite helps to collect the atmospheric
observation at a very high spatial as well as temporal
frequency and hence very useful to prepare the initial
condition for better weather forecast. Presently,
satellites contribute around 90% of the data for
assimilation purposes. At present, KALPANA-1 and
INSAT-3A satellites are also supporting the
meteorological imaging and data collections. INSAT3A also provides the normalised difference vegetative
index (NDVI) and aerosol optical depth. Initially, the
Ocean based observations were measured by
Oceansat-1, which is replaced by Oceansat-2 on
September 2009. The Oceansat-2 satellite provides
the information of SST, sea surface elevation, wind
vector, coastal weather which some specific oceanic
features such as sustainable fishery management,
identification of algal bloom and study the ocean
productivity. This satellite provides the data at 1 km
horizontal resolution. However, many more
atmospheric observations could be measured using
the satellite.
Monsoon Forecasting and Prediction With
Modeling Approach
As discussed in the earlier section, the interannual
and intraseasonal variability of monsoon rain has a
significant effect on the socioeconomic status and life
of Indian population (Maharana and Dimri, 2016;
Goswami and Ajayamohan, 2001; Webster et al.,
1998) by influencing the change in agricultural
productivity. Therefore, the prediction of monsoon
rainfall in short range, long range and extended range
is very important for the country. The monsoon
prediction and modeling got a huge thrust at the
beginning of the century with the improvement in the
availability of long term observed data, higher
resolution climate models with improved
parameterization schemes, computing facilities and
better data assimilation facilities. This makes the
Indian modeling and prediction capabilities comparable
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Fig. 4: Pressure-latitude section of difference (Chemistry-Control) of simulated temperature (degC; shaded) and omega
(hPa/s; contour) averaged over 70E-90E during (a) May, (b) June, (c) July and (d) August (topography is shown in grey
shade). The primary Y-axis represents the pressure levels (hPa) and secondary Y-axis represents altitude (kms)

to with of other developed countries. This current
status in modeling and prediction is achieved through
proper capacity building in modeling and planned
upgradation of the high performance computing
systems by MoES through Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology (IITM). The National Monsoon Mission
(NMM) started by MoES with an aim to develop a
state of the art dynamical prediction system for
monsoon rainfall at different time scale (http://
www.tropmet.res.in/monsoon/files/about_us.php).
The main objectives of NMM is to predict the rainfall
variability well advance in order to minimize the loss
in agriculture yield through the improvement of model
skill for short range, long range and extended range
forecast. IITM involves in the improvement of
seasonal and intraseasonal forecast, while National
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting
(NCMRWF) is engaged in the improvement of the

medium range forecast up to two weeks. IMD makes
these usages of these inputs for operational purposes.
A huge amount of funding of around 290cr has gone
to improve these forecasts during last 5 years from
2012 to 2017 (http://www.moes.gov.in/programmes/
monsoon-mission-india).
Initially, a coupled model “Climate Forecast
System” is adopted for the forecasting purpose by
MoES and has been constantly improved by IITM
researchers. Currently for operational purpose, IMD
is running a state-of-the-art global model for
deterministic weather prediction at a horizontal
resolution of 12km resolution (http://nwp.imd.gov.in/
index.php). Recently, India has ordered two state-ofthe-art global prediction systems (EPS) for making
10days probabilistic forecast with a horizontal
resolution of 12km. At every forecast cycle, the system
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produces an ensemble of forecasts with slightly varying
initial conditions. From where it was a decade ago,
this is a significant advancement in capability of the
Indian forecasting system.
Earlier the extended range forecast was made
using statistical model (Jones et al., 2004), empirical
model (Goswami and Xavier, 2003; Dwivedi et al.,
2006) and dynamical model (Webster and Hoyos,
2005). Recently, the improvement in extended range
forecast (7-30days) helps to bridge the gap between
medium range forecast and seasonal forecast. These
forecasts help to predict the intraseasonal variability
or the active and break spells of ISM, which will be
beneficial for the agriculture and water resource
management sector. The potential predictability of the
intraseasonal oscillation is around 25 days (Goswami
and Xavier, 2003 and Waliser et al., 2003a). The
atmosphere-ocean interaction plays a major role in
defining the intraseasonal variations of ISM (Fu et
al., 2003). Therefore, for prediction of intraseasonal
oscillations a ocean-atmosphere coupled climate
model is required. An ensemble of coupled model
climate forecast system version-2 (CFSv2, Saha et
al., 2014) at different horizontal resolutions is used
operationally by IMD for this purpose, such as CFSv2
and bias corrected CFSv2 at T382 (38km) along with
CFSv2 and bias corrected CFSv2 at T126 (100km)
(http://nwp.imd.gov.in/erf_outlook.php). The model
verification and prediction are made over four-rainfall
homogenous region over India such as northeast India,
central India, northwest India and south peninsular
India.
The long range forecasting (LRF) of ISM is very
old in the Indian context starting from the few pioneer
of this study (Walker, 1910). The LRF in India is based
on the statistical regression method (Rajeevan et al.,
2007); however, this method has been updated with
time by rejection (addition) of less (more) significant
old (new) parameters (Tyagi et al., 2012). The climate
prediction models are evolved from NWPs, where
the representation of earth system complexity and
atmosphere-ocean coupling is given priority. In the
early stages of development, most models failed to
provide the seasonal forecast because of ill
representation of seasonal surface processes and
internal variability leading to less forecast skill (Kang
et al., 2004; Krishnamurthy et al., 2006, Kumara et
al., 2007). The prediction skill of coupled model found
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to be much higher as compared to the standalone
GCMs (Preethi et al., 2010) and the skill further
improves with the consideration of model ensemble
(Rajeevan et al., 2012). The predictability may further
improve by applying bias correction methods at each
grid point and super-ensemble technology for better
LRF of rainfall. Therefore, there is a lot development
yet to be done for the improvement of dynamic
seasonal monsoon prediction. A coupled climate model
CFSv2 at T382 (38km) is currently used for operational
seasonal forecasting of monsoon or longrange
prediction of monsoon.
Apart from these improvements in the monsoon
forecast, a major step forward in the field of
meteorology is the development of first Indian Earth
System Model (IITM ESM, Swapna et al., 2015). As
the commitment to improve the CFSv2 under the
NMM, the seasonal forecast model was upgraded to
an Earth System Model for long-term climate analysis.
The IITM ESMv1 is created by replacing the ocean
model, component of CFSv2 MOM4p0 by MOM4p1.
The objective behind the development of IITM ESM
is to study the detection and projection of climate
change over south Asian monsoon region. This model
is further upgraded to IITM ESMv2 by introducing
time varying aerosol forcings and land-use and land
cover changes (Swapna et al., 2018). This updated
version shows much more improvement in the
climatology of large-scale features and better
representation of teleconnections with climate drivers
leading to better representation of variability of ISM.
It is a matter of pride for the Indian scientific
community as IITM ESMv2 becomes the first model
from India to contributes to the sixth assessment report
(AS6) of the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate
Change (IPCC).
The prediction of shorter scale intraseasonal
variability is more useful for the society than the
seasonal rainfall forecast (Webster and Hoyos, 2005).
They emphasized on the careful selection of predictors
to improve the forecast. A modelling study using
mesoscale modeling version 5 (MM5) shows that the
mean rainfall and its intraseasonal variability during
ISM is very sensitive to the choice of cumulus
parameterization scheme (Ratnam and Krishnakumar,
2005). Waliser et al. (2003a,b) found a positive
relationship of model simulated intraseasonal
variability and intra-ensemble variability of monsoon
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rain. The interannual and intraseasonal variation of
ISM is linked to the synoptic convective systems,
which is related to SST through a complex relationship
(Gadgil, 2000; Sen Gupta and Ravichandran, 2001).
Thus, it is recommended to use of satellite and
observed data over sea is essential to understand the
monsoon-ocean coupling. The ocean around the Indian
subcontinent are interacting with the atmosphere from
diurnal to interannual scale, which ultimately affects
the ISMR. Therefore, these variabilities due to the
air-sea interaction need to be understood properly
using various observations and modelling studies,
which will help for better prediction of the monsoon
in future.
The interannual variability of ISMR have a
greater impact on the agriculture (Gadgil et al., 1999).
The longrange forecast of ISM before one season
and extended range forecast of dry and wet spell
before 2-3 week is very important in this regard
(Webster et al., 1998; Sperber et al., 2000). The major
reason for prediction failure is due to the partial
representation of land-sea interaction and systematic
bias associated with model output (Sperber et al.,
2000). Goswami and Shukla (1991) tried to quantify
the predictability limit of a coupled atmosphere-ocean
model over tropics with an ensemble approach. The
rapid growth in prediction error in forecast is due to
the tight coupling of ocean and atmosphere, where
the ocean model is not able to represent the correct
SST anomalies. They illustrated that the atmospheric
component is mainly responsible for a part of onemonth prediction error, which grows with time and
hence suggested the improvement of the atmospheric
component for increasing prediction skill.
Monsoon Chemistry Interaction and Future
Projections
The atmospheric dust modulates the local energy
budget, which ultimately effects a large-scale
phenomenon like ISM. Many researches try to
understand the effect of dust on ISM either by
analyzing observation data or modeling approach (Lau
et al., 2006; Ramanathan et al., 2005; Chung and
Ramanathan, 2006; Meehl 2008). There are two
different school of thoughts on how the aerosols
influences the ISM. Ramanathan et al. (2005) showed
that the accumulation of aerosol cools the central
Indian region; hence decrease the temperature
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gradient between sea resulting in to less rainfall.
However, Lau at el. (2006) shows that the absorbing
aerosol along the Himalayas increasing the
tropospheric temperature (elevated heat pump; Fig.
4), which attract the monsoon wind much earlier than
the normal monsoon period and cause rainfall at the
foothills of Himalayas. The month wise analysis shows
that the dust aerosol redistributes the ISMR over India
(Maharana et al., 2018; submitted to MetAPP).
Many researchers have studied the possible
behavior of ISM under future warming scenario using
modeling approach. The increasing CO 2 would
intensify the ISMR due to gradual rise of temperature,
which escalate the evaporation form sea (Meehl and
Arblaster, 2003; Kumar et al., 2006). May (2011)
reported similar finding were under 2oC warming with
respect to pre-industrial time along with a decreasing
circulation. The projected increase of rainfall over
northeast India is around 30% during 2071-2100 (Syed
et al., 2014). A climate change study using multiple
GCMs and RCMs showed that both forcing and
physical parameterization schemes play important roles
while simulating future precipitation (Niu et al., 2015).
However, the RCMs simulate early onset of monsoon
during 2041-2060. Recently, Chevuturi et al. (2018)
found an increase in the summer monsoon intensity
under 1.5oC and 2oC warming scenario with respect
to preindustrial time. In addition to these, there are
few more studies dedicated to monsoon behavior
under the warming climate (Menon et al., 2013a-b).
Tropical Cyclone Prediction
India took a big step forward in the tropical cyclone
prediction and monitoring during last two decades.
The recent increase in the observational network of
surface (AWS and ARG) and upper air observation
covering the coastline and islands of India are very
useful in this regard, in addition, the satellite
observations is very useful to monitor the development
and movement of tropical cyclones. The earlier
cyclone detection RADARs have been replaced by
Doppler Weather Radars (DWRs) along the coastline
of India (Mohapatra et al., 2014). They are very
efficient in detecting the location of cyclone and
provide the accurate estimate of the wind speed, rain
rate and convective cloud (http://www.rsmcnew
delhi.imd.gov.in/images/pdf/cyclone-awareness/
terminology/faq.pdf). Recently, the vast improvement
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of the numerical weather prediction in India is helping
for accurate predictions of origin, path, landfall and
dissemination of the tropical cyclones. Currently, IMD
is using global ensemble forecasting system (GEFS)
from NCEP, NOAA, US and Unified Model (UM)
and Unified Model Ensemble Forecast System
(UMEFS) at 12km horizontal resolution for 12 days
forecast. IMD also runs Hurricane Weather Research
and Forecast (HWRF) model at 12km, 6km and 2km
to predict the track and intensity of the cyclone. In
addition, IMD also uses the forecast products from
other agencies like ECMWF, GFS (NCEP), UKMO
(UK) and JMA (Japan) (http://www.pib.nic.in/
Pressreleaseshare.aspx?PRID=1539003). The
academic community of the country has contributed
significantly towards the study of cyclone and its
prediction (e.g. Mohanty et al., 2012a,b; Mohanty et
al., 2013). The assimilation of good quality
observational data including the data from RADARs
in to the numerical models increase their prediction
skills in terms of track prediction and intensity
(Pattnayak et al., 2014, Srivastava et al., 2014; Osuri
et al., 2015). Mohanty et al., (2014) illustrates data
assimilation could provide better forecast (WRFARW) up to 72hours with reasonable errors. Further,
the assimilation of satellite-derived wind significantly
improves the position of cyclone by 34%. Hence, the
error in prediction of cyclone is attributed to the error
in the initial conditions (Raju et al., 2012).
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is crucial for food security of India. These forecasts
are disseminated to the agricultural community through
agro-meteorological advisory services (AAS). There
are 127 agro-climatic zones in India and each have
one AAS (Rathore and Maini, 2008). The agricultural
meteorology division of IMD was set up in 1932 to
provide service to the farming community with the
aim to minimize the agricultural loss due to the impact
of adverse weather on crops and to make use of cropweather relationship to boost agricultural production
(http://www.imd.gov.in/pages/services_agrimet.php).
This division deals with the Gramin-krishi-mausamseva and dissemination of agromet advisory. The
district level Agrometeorological advisory services
(DAAS) started in 2008 by IMD in order to provide
weather forecast and agricultural advice at district
level across the country. It is a mechanism to
disseminate the weather information to the farmers
with an aim to increase the quality and quantity of the
agricultural production. The major information support
under AAS includes (Singh and Singh, 2011).
(a)

The collection of weather, climate, pest disease
and soil data for on-farm strategic and decisions.

(b)

District level weather forecast for 5 days.

(c)

Translation of climate and weather information
into farm advisories (also 5-day forecast) to
maximize the benefits from the forecasted
weather information and reduce its harmful
effects. A broad spectrum of advisory based
on the analysis of forecast includes weather
sensitive farm operations such as sowing,
application of fertilizer based on wind condition
and intensity of rain, pest and disease control,
quantum and timing of irrigation and timing of
harvesting.

(d)

Crop modeling to adopt agricultural production
system in the changing climate

(e)

Timely dissemination of agromet advisory to the
farmers.

(f)

Effective training, education and extension of
all aspect of agricultural meteorology.

Social Implication and Future Work
The early prediction of the monsoon will help the
farmers to plan their crop and maximizing their yield
and profit. IMD and National Center for Medium
Range Weather Forecast (NCMRWF) are responsible
providing the forecasts. IMD deals with collection of
meteorological data, weather forecasting and issue
of early warning system (www.imd.gov.in). There are
several specialized divisions of IMD, which deals with
agricultural meteorology, civil aviation, climatology,
hydrometeorology, meteorological telecommunication,
satellite meteorology and seismology. The major
objective of NCMRWF, which is also under Ministry
of Earth Sciences is to develop numerical weather
prediction system with increased reliability and
accuracy over India (http://www.ncmrwf.gov.in). It
includes development of both global and regional
weather forecast model in medium range (3-10 days).
The medium range forecast based agro-meteorological

With the improvement of skill of weather
forecasts in recent times (as mentioned earlier), the
usefulness of the agro-met advisories also has
increased significantly bringing considerable economic
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benefit to the stakeholders.
The above discussion shows the importance of
ISM on the Indian context in terms of water resource
management, agriculture, flood management, food
security etc. Therefore, the early and accurate
prediction in terms of time and space would be a great
benefit for the society as a whole. In addition, the
accurate prediction of high impact weather event can
save lives as well as property. While our understanding
of processes driving the mean and variability of ISM
as well as models for prediction of ISM weather and
climate have made tremendous strides over the past
couple decades, there are still major gaps in our
understanding and model skill still remains below limit
of potential predictability. Therefore, there is still a lot
of scope in this field of study, such as
1.

The collection of better quality observational
data including satellite information and the
expansion meteorological station to remote
places
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